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Abstract: Recent advances in hyperspectral remote sensing techniques, especially in the hyperspectral
image classification techniques, have provided efficient support for recognizing and analyzing
ground objects. To date, most of the existing classification techniques have been designed for ideal
hyperspectral images and have verified their effectiveness on high-quality hyperspectral image
datasets. However, in real applications, available hyperspectral images often contain varying degrees
of image degradation. Whether or not the classification accuracy will be reduced due to degradation
problems in input data, and how it will be reduced become interesting questions. In this paper,
we explore the effects of degraded inputs in hyperspectral image classification including the five
typical degradation problems of low spatial resolution, Gaussian noise, stripe noise, fog, and shadow.
Seven representative classification methods are chosen from different categories of classification
methods and applied to analyze the specific influences of image degradation problems. Experiments
are carried out from the aspects of single-type synthetic image degradation and mixed-type real
image degradation. Consistent results from synthetic and real-data experiments show that the effects
of degraded hyperspectral data in classification are related to image features, degradation types,
degradation degrees, and the characteristics of classification methods. This provides constructive
information for method selection in real applications where high-quality hyperspectral data are
difficult to obtain and encourages researchers to develop more stable and effective classification
methods for degraded hyperspectral images.

Keywords: hyperspectral image; image classification; image degradation; comparative study

1. Introduction

Hyperspectral image (HSI) classification is a fundamental and important problem
in remote sensing image recognition, which is widely used in agricultural production,
forestry protection, mineral exploration, urban and rural planning, and land management.
To date, HSI classification for different application purposes has been studied for a long
time and its performance has been substantially improved. Excellent classification results
can be found on high-quality datasets such as the open-access Pavia University, Salinas,
and Cuprite datasets. However, in real classification application scenarios, HSIs often
suffer from a variety of degradation [1] due to poor imaging devices, natural spectrum
variations, atmospheric effects, or bad weather [2,3]. For example, images acquired in
bad weather conditions usually contain different levels of shadow and fog, while images
taken by facilities with limited imaging conditions may suffer from low spatial resolution
and different kinds of noise. Some examples of real degraded HSIs are shown in Figure 1.
Whether the excellent classification performance obtained on high-quality HSIs can be
maintained on these degraded images is still an open problem worth exploring. As there
lacks comprehensive knowledge of the effects of image degradation on HSI classification,
we carried out a comparative analysis to fill this gap.
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(a) Low spatial resolution (c) Fog(b) Noise (d) Shadow

Figure 1. Examples of real degraded hyperspectral images. (a) was captured by the Advanced Hy-
perspectral Imager (AHSI) on the GF-5 satellite over Juzizhou in Changsha, China. (b) was obtained
by the airborne hyperspectral imager Nano-Hyperspec with 270 continuous spectral bands over
Wangcheng District in Changsha, China. (c) was captured by the AVIRIS sensor with 224 bands and
is available from the Hyperspectral Defogging dataset (HDD) [4]. (d) is a subregion of Houston2013
data with 144 bands.

In this paper, we explore this problem by constructing datasets of various degraded
images, and quantitatively evaluate and compare the performance of HSI classification
methods on synthetic datasets. More specifically, we consider five typical degradations: low
spatial resolution, Gaussian noise, stripe noise, fog, and shadow, and synthesize a series
of degraded images with a single-type image degradation in different degrees according
to their corresponding physical models on four HSI data with different ground objects.
Furthermore, we also prepare real HSI data with mixed-type image degradation to enrich
our experiments and pursue more reliable results. We choose widely used HSI classification
methods covering the existing mainstream classification algorithms and implement them
on the entire degraded images. The purpose of this paper is to study the effects of different
types and degrees of image degradation on HSI classification compared with ideal high-
quality images. The analysis results can help attract more interests in HSI classification
of degraded data and provide guidance for further research studies, including the proper
selection from massive HSI data and the adaptive construction of HSI classification methods
in complex applications. The contributions of the research can be summarized as follows.

1. Five common degradations in HSIs are outlined and modeled by reliable mathematical
or physical knowledge. These well-established or refined degradation models can be
used to generate simulated hyperspectral images with different types and degrees
of degradation, which can be utilized as supplementary data for evaluating the
robustness of classification methods or developing new classification methods.

2. A huge volume of HSI data containing single-type and mixed-type degradations are
produced and presented. The degraded HSI data with five individual degradation
types are constructed from four HSI data in different scenes, while the degraded
data with mixed-type degradation are real data which show the situation in a real
imaging scene.

3. Comparative experimental results of typical HSI classification methods on the de-
graded HSI data are given. The effects of five image degradation on HSI classification
are analyzed separately. Supplementary experiments on real degraded HSI with
mixed-type degradation are also conducted and analyzed. In addition, according to
the analysis and discussion, suggestions are provided for both selections of proper
images and methods in complex classification applications.

The remainder of the manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly
overview the related work of HSI classification and HSI degradation. Section 3 mainly
introduces the proposed analysis framework, including the preparation of the degraded
HSI data, training and testing methods, evaluation indices, and experimental settings. In
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Section 4, experimental results are shown and the effects of degraded HSI data in classifi-
cation are analyzed in the order of single-type degradation and mixed-type degradation.
Further discussions are provided in Section 5. The last section provides brief conclusions
and recommendations on dealing with classification in practical scenarios and developing
target classification methods.

2. Related Work

In this section, we briefly introduced the works related to HSI classification and
different categories of degraded HSIs including low spatial resolution images, Gaussian
noise images, stripe noise images, foggy images, and shadow images.

2.1. HSI Classification

As one of the most popular applications of HSIs, HSI classification [5] has drawn much
attention. Hyperspectral imagers collect the reflection information of the ground surface
in hundreds of narrow spectral bands, so HSIs usually contain rich spectral information,
which is of great benefit to various applications (e.g., minerals, ocean exploration, precision
agriculture, and natural disaster monitoring). Compared with methods of unsupervised
classification, supervised classification methods have been studied and applied more widely
and frequently since they show higher robustness and accuracy after sample training. From
the perspective of the information involved, the existing supervised HSI classification
methods can be roughly divided into two groups, namely, the spectral-based methods and
the spectral–spatial-based methods [6].

In the early research of hyperspectral image classification, most supervised HSI classi-
fication methods focused on employing the high-dimensional spectral information of pixels
to determine their class attributes. As a result, many spectral-based pixelwise HSI classifica-
tion methods emerged, including support vector machines (SVMs) [7], neural networks [8],
random forest (RF) [9], and so on. However, due to the large number of features of hy-
perspectral data and its redundant information between bands, the calculation cost of
hyperspectral data classification is very high. To accelerate the computational efficiency,
some effective dimension-reduction methods were proposed, e.g., linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) [10,11], multinomial logistic regression (MLR) [12], principal component
analysis (PCA) [13], and independent component analysis (ICA) [14]. However, the effects
from Hughes’ phenomenon [15] and spectral variability [16] are still non-negligible, which
limits the performance of those classification methods relying only on spectral information.
Therefore, researchers began to consider the spatial information of HSIs when designing
classification algorithms.

Generally speaking, in terms of the stage at which spatial information is introduced
and works in the classification process, the spectral–spatial HSI classification methods
can be separated into preprocessing-based methods, postprocessing-based methods, and
hybrid methods [16]. In preprocessing-based methods, the spatial information or/and
spectral information are first extracted as feature vectors and then put into the classifier.
Obviously, feature extraction and representation are keys to determining the performance
of these kinds of methods [17]. For instance, refs. [18,19] extracted the spatial information
from adjacent regions and built a sparse representation model where each pixel could
be represented by a linear combination of a few bases in the dictionary. In [20,21], the
features were generated based on the methods of extended morphological profiles (MPs)
and extended morphological attribute profiles (MAPs). Furthermore, the multiple ker-
nel learning [22,23] and superpixel segmentation [24,25] are also widely used methods
to extract the spectral–spatial information. In postprocessing methods, the raw classi-
fication map is often calculated from a pixelwise HSI classification approach and then
optimized according to the spatial dependency [26]. References [27,28] used the Markov
random fields (MRF) regularizer to adjust the classification results obtained by the MLR
method in dynamic and random subspaces, respectively. In order to optimize the edges
of classification results, Kang et al. [29] utilized guidance images on the preliminary
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class-belonging probability map for edge-preserving. This group of strategies can better
describe the boundary of classification objects, remove outliers, and refine classification
results. Different from preprocessing-based methods and postprocessing-based methods,
spectral and spatial information are used jointly in the whole stage of hybrid classification
methods, which means the process of classification is based on the coupling of multiple
pieces of information. For example, Li et al. [30] proposed loopy belief propagation (LBP)
to estimate the conditional marginals and then introduced them into the active learning
(AL) algorithm to improve spectral–spatial hyperspectral image classification. Recently,
deep learning methods characterized by a multilayer neural network structure (usually
deeper than three layers) have become a growing trend [31], which has also made a great
breakthrough in other fields of image recognition [32], natural language processing [33], etc.
Compared with traditional HSI classification methods, deep learning models can extract
more discriminative features via a series of hierarchically constructed neurons. Networks
in different depths focus on depicting different features, in which the shallower layers
contain simple features while the deeper layers contain more complicated abstract features.
To date, there have been numerous deep learning models proven to be effective in HSI
classification. For instance, the stacked autoencoder (SAE) [34] is an integrated network
that merges useful high-level features through the combined use of principal component
analysis (PCA), deep learning architecture, and logistic regression. Similar to SAEs, the
deep belief network (DBN) [35] is also a hybrid framework dependent on the eligibility
of a restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) and DBN. Moreover, the convolutional neural
network (CNN) [36] fits various functions through the structures of convolutional layers,
pooling layers, and fully connected layers, which makes it possible to train and classify the
HSI data after dimension reduction. According to the dimensions of convolution operators,
there are 1D CNNs [37], 2D CNNs [38,39], 2D + 1D CNNs [40], and 3D CNNs [41,42].

Although these methods introduced above have made great breakthroughs in HSIs
classification, most of them are aimed at high-quality datasets and ignore more common
degraded images in real application scenarios. At present, there still lacks the analysis of
the impacts of image degradation on HSI classification, hence the purpose of this paper is
to bridge this gap.

2.2. HSI Degradation

Due to the limited solar radiation energy received in each band during hyperspectral
imaging, it is difficult for hyperspectral sensors to obtain high spatial resolution images sim-
ilar to multispectral sensors on the same platform, which is more prominent on spaceborne
platforms. This problem of low spatial resolution has a certain impact on hyperspectral
classification, but the specific impact varies according to the scale of ground objects. When
classifying some large-scale ground objects, good classification accuracy can be achieved
without relying on high spatial resolution HSIs. On the contrary, when classifying small-
scale objects, the HSIs with low spatial resolution are easy to lead to large classification
errors. For example, in the hyperspectral image with a 30 m spatial resolution, we can
clearly distinguish between water and land, but we cannot distinguish between sporadic
houses and roads. For HSIs with low spatial resolution, most of the existing studies im-
prove the spatial resolution of HSIs by the technique of image fusion or super-resolution.
Fusing the HSIs with multispectral images (MSIs) or panchromatic images with the higher
spatial resolution is a common approach to overcome this problem [43,44]. Dian et al. [45]
proposed a method to fuse HSIs with MSIs based on subspace and low tensor multirank
regularization, which fully took the spectral correlations and nonlocal similarities into
consideration. Lin et al. [46] exploited the advantages of coupled nonnegative matrix
factorization (CNMF) and embedded it into the regularization framework to improve the
fusion performance. Unlike fusion strategies requiring extra images, the super-resolution
can directly reconstruct high spatial resolution images from their original image informa-
tion [47–49]. Mei et al. [50] conducted a super-resolution convolutional neural network to
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simultaneously improve spatial and spectral resolution. Liu et al. [51] proposed a cascaded
end-to-end network via sparse coding to boost the super-resolution performance.

Stripe noise is a category of structural noise caused by inconsistent responses or
faulty calibrations of detectors and displayed as a series of stripe patterns in the image. The
estimation and removal of stripe noise have been widely considered by many researchers.
The methods proposed for stripe removal can be categorized in five groups [52]: methods
based on the scene [53,54], methods based on a filter [55], methods based on interpola-
tion [56], methods based on statistics [57,58], and methods based on optimization [59,60].
Liu et al. [61] considered the global sparse distribution and local variational characteristics
of stripe noise to build a variational model to achieve stripe separation. Jia et al. [62]
destriped HSIs by combining a median linear correction (MLC) and Fourier transform
filtering (FTF) based on improved statistics. Yang et al. [63] analyzed the stripe noise
properties and proposed a multiscale variation destriping model.

In addition to stripe noise, Gaussian noise is also commonly found in hyperspectral
images as the consequence of poor illumination conditions or a high temperature in sensors.
This kind of noise is independent of signal information and obeys the Gaussian distribution.
As Gaussian noise always coexists with other noise, most of the current research works
prefer to deal with the problem of mixed noise in HSIs rather than only considering
Gaussian noise. Rasti et al. [64] provided an overview of the noise reduction technique
developed in the past decade and discussed the performance of several algorithms. In
[65], an automatic noise reduction technique, called HyRes, was proposed based on a
sparse low-rank model. In [66], a new denoising method for mixed noise in HSIs was
designed by exploiting the low-rank and self-similarity constraints under the assumption
of additive noise.

Fog seriously affects the clarity and contrast of HSIs, which confuses the spectral infor-
mation and harms the subsequent recognition of ground objects. In the field of computer
vision, various methods have been designed to restore foggy RGB images, which can be
grouped into two categories: methods based on image contrast enhancement and methods
based on atmospheric scattering. Methods in the first group aim at optimizing image details
to improve image visibility, while methods in the latter group restore the degraded images
through establishing and solving the atmospheric scattering model. He et al. [67] proposed
a dark channel prior (DCP) model for single-image dehazing, which was a pioneer work in
this field. Cai et al. [68] designed an end-to-end system called DehazeNet, which learned
and estimated the relationship between hazy image patches and the medium transmission
map. In [69], a fog image restoration method was proposed via multiscale image fusion.
Based on similar principles, some methods have also been developed and applied to the
defogging task of multispectral images. Makarau et al. [70] developed the dark-object
subtraction method to acquire the haze density map and presented an automatic process
for haze detection and removal in multispectral data. Guo et al. [71] proposed an elliptical
boundary prior (EBP) to construct the scattering model for recovering fog-free images.
However, there are few studies on defogging methods for HSIs at present, because the
priors or constraints used in the existing models are difficult to extend or adjust to HSIs. In
[4], a fog model aiming at HSIs was built as a new benchmark and was successfully applied
to a large number of fog HSIs captured by satellites.

A shadow , appearing together with clouds, is also a common degradation factor af-
fecting image quality and its following interpretation. For shadow removal in RGB images,
sunlight illumination invariance is widely employed as the basis of shadow modeling and
compensation correction. Zhang et al. [72] developed a shadow removal system on the
basis of illumination recovering optimization. Reference [73] presented a framework to
detect the shadow through multiple deep neural networks and constructed a Bayesian
formulation model to remove the shadow. As for the research on shadow removal in HSIs,
there are broadly two categories of restoration methods: unmixing-based methods and
deep-learning-based methods. In [74], the authors exploited the linear unmixing model
to estimate the spectral offset for shadow removal, while the restoration of shadow areas
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in [75] was achieved by nonlinear unmixing. In [76], a feature learning strategy based on a
spectral-angle-stacked autoencoder and an illumination model was proposed to recover
the shadow areas in HSIs.

Facing these five kinds of image degradation in HSIs, several classification approaches
have tried to consider parts of degradation factors in the model design. Liu et al. [77]
proposed a method to improve visual recognition under adverse conditions by using robust
adverse pretraining algorithms. In [78], dynamic stochastic resonance (DSR) theory was
introduced to enhance the shadow areas in HSI classification from both spatial and spectral
dimensions. Luo et al. [79] fused the HSIs with light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data
to obtain better classification performance in cloud-shadow mixed scenes. Fu et al. [80]
proposed a superpixel-based framework that redefined the spectral similarity in the wavelet
domain and fused the superpixels with the pixelwise classification results to improve the
robustness to random noise. Different from the works mentioned above, this paper focuses
on comparisons and analyses of the effects of five types of image degradation problems on
HSI classification methods.

3. Proposed Analysis Framework

The proposed analysis framework includes two parts, an experimental setup and the
experimental analysis (Figure 2). The first part is to obtain the degraded hyperspectral data
with single-type or mixed-type degradation required by the following experiments. The
second part aims to realize comparative analyses of the impact of degraded hyperspectral
data on classification. In the experiments, more than 7000 classification maps are produced
which allow us to compare and analyze the effects of degraded hyperspectral data on
classification more objectively. Specifically, the effect analysis mainly includes the effect
analysis of single-type degradation and mixed-type degradation.

Classifier

(seven methods)

OA

AA

Kappa

Evaluation

Graphic display of 

quantitative comparisons ClassificationDegraded hyperspectral data preparation

Clean HSI 

data

(four scenes)

Simulation model to generate HSIs 

with single-type degradation

Wind rose chart / 

bar chart

Mixed-type 

Degraded 

HSI data

F1

Figure 2. The proposed analysis framework.

3.1. Data Preparation

In order to carry out experiments more reasonably and comprehensively, we prepared
a series of hyperspectral data with single-type and mixed-type degradation. Hyperspectral
data with single-type degradation were constructed by a physical-model-based simulation.
Four HSI data with different ground objects and spatial resolutions were selected as clean
images to realize the syntheses of five kinds of image degradation. They were Pavia
University, Salinas, Cuprite, and YRE coastal wetland (see Figure 3).
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(a) Pavia University (b) Salinas

(c) Cuprite (d) YRE coastal wetland
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Figure 3. Original clean HSIs with their ground truths.

• Pavia University: It was captured by the reflective optics system imaging spectrometer
(ROSIS-3) during a flight over the city of Pavia, northern Italy, in 2003. The image
consists of 115 spectral bands within the wavelength range of 0.43–0.86 µm. Among
them, 12 bands were discarded due to noise, and the remaining 103 spectral bands
were used in this study. Pavia University contains 610 × 340 pixels with a geometric
resolution of 1.3 m. The image is divided into 9 classes in the urban scene, including
trees, asphalt roads, bricks, meadows, etc., where 42,776 pixels are labeled;

• Salinas: This scene was gathered by the Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrom-
eter (AVIRIS) sensor over the Salinas Valley in California, USA. Its spatial resolution
reaches 3.7 m with 224 spectral bands ranging from 370 nm to 2480 nm. After removing
the channels with poor imaging quality (1–2 and 221–224) or related to water absorp-
tion (104–113 and 148–167), there remained 188 channels for experiments. The image
comprises 512 × 217 pixels, of which 56,975 are background pixels and 54,129 are
labeled for classification. Salinas’s ground truth contains 16 categories, including
fallow, celery, etc.;

• Cuprite: Cuprite was also acquired by the AVIRIS sensor, covering cuprite mining
areas in Las Vegas, NV, USA. Similar to the Salinas data, there also remained 188 bands
after preprocessing. A subimage of 479 × 507 pixels that corresponds to the mineral
mapping areas of copper mining reported by the spectral Laboratory of the United
States Geological Survey (USGS) [81] was selected for later tests. The ground truth
was drawn manually according to the released map (download link: http://speclab.
cr.usgs.gov/PAPERS/tetracorder/ (accessed on 1 September 2022)), and was labeled
with eight classes, including Alunite, Kaolinite, Calcite, Muscovite, etc. Consistent
with the released map, there also exist categories containing two or three kinds of
mixed minerals in the manually interpreted ground truth. The total number of labeled
pixels is 33,302.

• Yellow River Estuary coastal wetland (YRE coastal wetland): This data, obtained by the
Gaofen-5 satellite, covers the Yellow River Estuary coastal wetland between Bohai Bay
and Laizhou Bay, which is the most important representative of the coastal wetland
ecosystem in China [82]. The YRE coastal wetland image contains 740 × 761 pixels
with 296 spectral bands. The ground sample distance (GSD) of the image is 30 m.
According to the records of field observation, the image contains 8 kinds of ground
objects, including water, reed, Tamarix, Spartina, etc. There are 415,101 labeled pixels.

http://speclab.cr.usgs.gov/PAPERS/tetracorder/
http://speclab.cr.usgs.gov/PAPERS/tetracorder/
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Although HSIs are usually subject to a variety of image degradations in real situa-
tions, the method of controlled variables was selected to carry out separate simulation
experiments on different types of image degradation, so as to better illustrate the effects of
degradation types and degradation levels on HSI classification. In our experiment, we set
six degradation levels for each degradation type. Figure 4 shows the hyperspectral data
with five tested single-type degradation for six degradation levels by taking Cuprite and
Salinas as examples.
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Figure 4. Hyperspectral dataset with single-type degradation.
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3.1.1. Hyperspectral Data with Single-Type Degradation

For ease of illustration, the clean HSI is denoted by X ∈ RW×H×B, where N = WH is
the number of image pixels in the spatial domain, and B is the number of spectral bands.
The synthetic degraded HSI is denoted by Y ∈ RW×H×B. xi ∈ R1×1×B and yi ∈ R1×1×B

stand for the vector at the ith pixel of the hyperspectral image X and Y , respectively.

1. Low spatial resolution: To better study the impact of low spatial resolution on image
classification, we constructed a series of degraded data with low spatial resolution.
The source images were downsampled according to the resolution reduction ratio ω
(ω < 1) and then upsampled to the same size as the original images for display. The
whole process can be described as:

YLow_resolution = F1/ω
g

(
Fω

g (X )
)

(1)

where g denotes the interpolation kernel, F(·) stands for the sampling function and
its two parameters are used to control the sampling process. Given the resolution
reduction ratio ω < 1, Fω

g (·) represents the downsampling process, which transforms

the image from RW×H×B to R
√

ωW×
√

ωH×B. Conversely, F1/ω
g (·) describes the up-

sampling process, which transforms the image from RW×H×B to R
√

1/ωW×
√

1/ωH×B

since 1/ω > 1. In the subsequent simulation, the bicubic kernel [83] was chosen and
the resolution reduction ratio ω was selected as 81%, 64%, 49%, 36%, 25%, and 16%.
Clearly, the spatial resolution decreases as ω decreases, and the image becomes more
and more blurred in the visual display.

2. Gaussian noise: Gaussian noise is the most common kind of noise, which is caused
by random interference in the process of image capture, transmission, or processing.
Since Gaussian noise can be regarded as additive noise, we simulated Gaussian noise
degraded data series as:

YGaussian = X + G (2)

where G ∈ RW×H×B represents the additive Gaussian noise, whose probability density
function at each pixel in each band obeys the distribution as the name implies:

p(g) =
1

σ
√

2π
e−

(g−µ)2

2σ2 (3)

where µ,σ2 are the expectation and variance of the Gaussian distribution, respectively.
To simulate different noise levels, the mean value µ was fixed as 0, and the variance
σ2 of Gaussian noise was adjusted to 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04.

3. Stripe noise: Stripe noise is a kind of directional noise, with pixel values brighter or
darker than their adjacent normal image rows/columns, which is usually caused by
inconsistent responses of imaging detectors due to unevenness, dark current influence,
and environmental interference. For different imaging systems, stripe noise can be
randomly distributed or periodically distributed in the image. Considering that the
push-broom imaging system is used in hyperspectral imaging, only the randomly
distributed stripe noise S ∈ RW×H×B was simulated in HSIs. The stripe degradation
process can be written as:

YStripe = X + S (4)

When constructing stripe data, three variables are involved. They are the amplitude
of the stripe sa, the density of the stripe sd, and the number of affected bands sb in
hyperspectral images. The calculation of sm, sw, sb are separately given as follows:
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sa = ramplitude ×mean(X )

sd = rdensity ×W

sb = rband × B

(5)

where r ∈ (0, 1) stands for the ratio of the specific variable and the function mean(·)
refers to the three-dimensional mean calculation on the whole hyperspectral data.
In the simulation process, the amplitude of the added stripe was a random number
obeying the normal distribution with the mean value as sa. The degree of density sd
referred to the number of striped columns in one band, and the locations of stripes
were distributed randomly. The number of the affected bands of stripe noise was
determined by sb. In addition, we added positive stripes to the random half of the
striping locations and negative stripes to the other half to simulate the light and dark
distribution of stripe noise. The ratio of the three variables was tested at 6 levels:
10%, 20%, 40%, 50%, 60%, and 80%. It should be noted that in the process of stripe
simulation, when one variable was considered for adjustment, the ratio of the other
two variables was fixed at 30%.

4. Fog: In foggy weather, hyperspectral imaging records the reflected energy of fog and
ground objects at the same time, that is, there is a deviation in the spectral infor-
mation of ground objects. Then, whether the foggy image affects the hyperspectral
classification and to what degree has become a problem worthy of study.
In order to reasonably add fog to a clean hyperspectral image and make it closer
to a real situation, we used the model proposed in [4] for fog simulation, in which
the foggy hyperspectral image was modeled as the superposition of the clean image
and fog image. Specifically, the authors in [4] first calculated a foggy density map
by comparing the average values from visible and infrared bands, since the fog had
an obvious effect on the visible bands and almost no effect on the infrared bands.
Then, based on the foggy density map and reflectance differences between pixels, fog
abundances in different spectral bands were estimated. Finally, by solving the fog
model, the fog in the degraded image was removed. Contrary to the fog removal
process, we added fog to clean hyperspectral images according to the formulation
given in (6). The foggy density map and fog abundance were both extracted from real
foggy datasets.

yFog i = xi + fiA (6)

where yFog i ∈ R1×1×B represents the vector at the ith pixel in the simulated image
YFog. xi ∈ R1×1×B represents the vector at the ith pixel in the original clean image
X . A ∈ R1×1×B stands for the fog abundance estimated from the real foggy HSI.
F ∈ RW×H×1 denotes the fog intensity map, and fi represents its ith pixel. In order
to evaluate the effects of different fog degradation levels, we simulated the data
as follows:

YFog = X + pA⊗ F (7)

where p stands for the fog degradation levels and ⊗ represents the Kronecker product.
To be specific, we adjusted the value of p to 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, and 1.6.

5. Shadow: Shadows in the image represent a significant brightness loss of the ground
surface radiation recorded by imagers. Here, we only discuss a shadow caused by
inadequate lighting when the sun is blocked, regardless of the shadow caused by tall
buildings when the angle of sunlight changes considering that the spatial resolution of
hyperspectral images is usually not high enough to generate a large area of building
shadows. Since there are few physical models of shadow in hyperspectral images in
the current literature, we extended the shadow model of natural images given in [72]
to realize a hyperspectral shadow simulation.
The model proposed in [72] is based on the image formation equation that an observed
image is the pixelwise product of the reflectance and illumination [84]. By denoting
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Li ∈ R1×1×B and Ri ∈ R1×1×B as vectors of the illumination L ∈ RW×H×B and
reflectanceR ∈ RW×H×B at the ith pixel, the value of xi then satisfies the following
formula: xi = Li ◦ Ri, where ◦ represents the elementwise product. At the same time,
the illumination can be described as the sum of direct illumination Ld

i (illumination
generated by the main light source) and ambient illumination La

i (illumination gener-
ated by the surrounding environment), i.e., Li = Ld

i + La
i . Therefore, for each pixel in

the shadow area, its ambient illumination intensity can be regarded as unchanged,
but the direct illumination intensity reduces significantly. To effectively separate shad-
ows from shadow-affected areas, the corresponding relationship between shadow
pixels and intact pixels is established based on texture similarity. The whole model is
shown as: 

Ld
i = sLa

i
xi = (Ld

i + La
i ) ◦ Ri

yShadow i = (αiLd
i + La

i ) ◦ Ri

α = arg min αTQα + λ(αT − bS
T)DS(α− bS)

(8)

where s ∈ RW×H×1 denotes an optimized illumination restoration operator, and si
represents its ith pixel. yShadow i ∈ R1×1×B represents the vector at the ith pixel in the
simulated image YShadow. α ∈ RWH×1×1 is vectorized and describes the degree to
which shadows reduce illumination. α can be computed by minimizing the energy
equation in the closed-form matting method [85], and αi represents the ith pixel in
α. In the energy equation, Q is the Laplacian matrix, DS is a diagonal matrix whose
diagonal elements are 1 for constrained pixels and 0 for other pixels, and bS is a vector
which records the specified αi values for constrained pixels and 0 for other pixels.
When extending the model (8) to hyperspectral images, we firstly used a real shadow
hyperspectral image caused by a single light source occlusion to extract the optimized
illumination restoration operator s and then estimated α by following [85]. The
calculation of s is given in (9). Finally, we added the shadow to the clean image
according to the operation displayed as:

si =
xi − yi

yi − αixi
(9)

yShadow i =
qαisi + 1

si + 1
xi (10)

where q represents the shadow degradation levels, which were set as 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5,
0.6, and 0.8.

3.1.2. Hyperspectral Data with Mixed-Type Degradation

As for the hyperspectral data of mixed-type degradation, we selected a real degraded
HSI called the Chaohu data. The Chaohu data were captured by the Zhuhai-1 satel-
lite, which covered the areas around Chaohu Lake in Anhui, China. These data contain
5865 × 5010 pixels with a geometric resolution of 10 m. There are 32 bands that can be
downloaded. As shown in Figure 5a, there is a mixed-type image degradation in the
Chaohu data, including Gaussian noise, stripe noise, cloud, and shadow. For the sake of
completeness, we labeled the Chaohu data manually referring to the global land cover
FROM-GLC10 data (Download link: http://data.ess.tsinghua.edu.cn/fromglc2017v1.html
(accessed on 1 September 2022 )) and high spatial resolution images from Google Earth.
According to the classification system of FROM-GLC10, we interpreted the Chaohu data
into six categories, i.e., cropland, forest, grassland, wetland, water, and impervious surface
(see Figure 5b). The total number of labeled pixels was 4,670,717.

http://data.ess.tsinghua.edu.cn/fromglc2017v1.html
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(a) Chaohu data (b) Ground truth

Cropland

Forest

Grassland

Wetland

Water

Impervious surface

Figure 5. Chaohu data with mixed-type degradation.

3.2. Training and Testing Methods

We selected one or two methods from each classification category for comparative
experiments. The key concepts of each method are briefly introduced below.

• Support vector machines (SVMs) [7]: As a spectral-based classification method, the
support vector machine (SVM) is one of the most classical and widely used methods
whose basic model is the linear classifier with the largest interval defined in the
feature space. An SVM was initially designed as a binary linear classification method.
However, when the kernel technique is adopted, an SVM can also be used for nonlinear
classification in hyperspectral multiclass problems.

• Extended morphological profiles (EMP) [20]: The extended morphological profiles (EMP)
method is a spectral–spatial classification method based on mathematical morphology.
The EMP method constructs extended morphological profiles according to the princi-
pal components of the hyperspectral data. It mainly considers the spatial information
of HSIs and is a preprocessing method, thus generally used together with feature
extraction techniques.

• Edge-preserving filtering (EPF) [29]: Edge-preserving filtering (EPF) is a spectral–spatial
classification method based on postprocessing. In this method, the hyperspectral
image is first classified by a pixel classifier to obtain a probability map. Then, the
probability map is postprocessed by edge-preserving filtering, where the category of
each pixel is determined according to the principle of maximum probability. Due to
the high computational efficiency, EPF can get considerable classification results at a
smaller time cost.

• Markov random field (MRF) [86]: A Markov random field (MRF) is also a postprocessing
spectral–spatial method. Different from EPF, its probability map is optimized through
the model of a Markov random field. Specifically, the class of a pixel is determined
jointly by the output of the pixelwise classifier, the spatial correlation of adjacent
pixels, and the solution of a MRF related minimization problem.

• Multiscale total variation (MSTV) [87]: Multiscale total variation (MSTV) consists of
two steps. The first step is a multiscale structure feature construction where the
relative total variation is applied to the dimension-reduced hyperspectral images.
Then, multiple principal components are fused by a kernel principal component
analysis (KPCA). MSTV can be regarded as a hybrid method since spatial and spectral
information is well coupled throughout the classification process.

• Convolutional neural networks (CNN) [41]: As a data-driven technique, deep learning
has been proven to be an effective image classification method due to its accurate
semantic interpretation. There are many existing deep learning architectures for
remote sensing hyperspectral image classification. Among them, the 3D convolutional
neural network can establish a deep comprehension of input images and enables the
joint processing of spectral and spatial information for classification. The 3DCNN
method was implemented through the source code released in [88].
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• Robust self-ensembling network (RSEN) [89]: The robust self-ensembling network (RSEN)
is a recent work that first introduces self-ensembling learning into hyperspectral image
classification. An RSEN implements a base network and an ensemble network learning
from each other to assist the spectral–spatial network training. A novel consistency
filtering strategy was also proposed to enhance the robustness of self-ensembling
learning. It is claimed that RSEN can achieve a high accuracy with a small amount of
labeled data.

In the comparative experiments, the parameters of each method were consistent with
those introduced in the original references, and the code published by the original authors
was used. The proportion of training samples was uniformly controlled at 0.5% for different
categories in different data. According to the calculation results, the specific numbers of
training samples used for different categories in Pavia University, Salinas, Cuprite, and
YRE coastal wetland images were set within the range of [5, 94], [5, 57], [3, 45], and [62, 1073],
respectively. The numbers of training samples for different categories in the Chaohu data
were also set following the same training proportion of 0.5% within the range of [63, 18, 447].
To avoid the interference of accidental factors, each experiment was repeated 10 times and
the average accuracy was taken as the final result.

3.3. Evaluation

In order to compare and analyze the effects of degraded hyperspectral data on clas-
sification, we applied the aforementioned training and testing methods to the synthetic
degraded datasets. The quantitative evaluation was based on three full-reference indices:
overall accuracy (OA), average accuracy (AA), and Kappa coefficient. Given SUM denotes
the number of labeled samples shown in (11), the numerical definitions of the three indices
are written as follows:

SUM =
n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

mij (11)

OA =

n
∑

i=1
mii

SUM
(12)

AA =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

mii
n
∑

j=1
mij

(13)

Kappa =

SUM
n
∑

i=1
mii −

n
∑

i=1
(

n
∑

j=1
mij

n
∑

j=1
mji)

(SUM)2 −
n
∑

i=1
(

n
∑

j=1
mij

n
∑

j=1
mji)

(14)

where mij represents the element at the corresponding position in the confusion matrix,
and n represents the number of feature categories. In addition, to enrich the verification of
experiments on mixed-type degraded hyperspectral images, we added the marcoF1 metric
to evaluate the real-data experiments. The definition of macroF1 is given as follows:

macroF1 =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

F1i (15)

where F1i represents the F1 score of the ith category and can be calculated by the harmonic
average of the precision and recall values of the ith category.

4. Effects of Degraded Images on Hyperspectral Image Classification
4.1. Effect Analysis of Single-Type Image Degradation

For the convenience of comparison and analysis, we graphically display the quantita-
tive evaluation results of hyperspectral data with single-type degradation on a series of
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wind rose charts, where lines in different colors represent different classification methods.
The three evaluation indices are rotated and arranged in a clockwise direction, and the
end character 0–6 represents different degradation levels from low to high. In particu-
lar, level 0 reflects the classification performance of comparison methods on clean images.
Since we are more concerned with the trend of the curves than with the specific values, the
start and endpoints in each wind rose chart may vary slightly to maximize the curve trend.

4.1.1. Effects of Low Spatial Resolution on Hyperspectral Image Classification

In order to study the effects of low spatial resolution on hyperspectral image classifica-
tion, we displayed the results of four data in Figure 6. We can see that with the decrease in
spatial resolution, the performance of different classification methods fluctuates in varying
degrees on these four synthetic datasets. Among the seven methods, EPF, MRF, and MSTV
perform more steadily than the rest of the methods. Due to the use of postprocessing steps,
EPF and MRF can recover the problem of edge loss in the preliminary classification map,
which makes the reduction of spatial resolution have little effect on EPF and MRF. MSTV
considers multiscale features through upsampling and downsampling operations, so the
results can also remain stable. It is interesting to note that the accuracy of the SVM method
is improved when the spatial resolution is reduced because the intraclass differences of
spectra can be reduced to a certain extent with the decrease of spatial resolution, which
helps the SVM to better utilize the spectral information for classification. On the contrary,
the accuracy of EMP is greatly affected by spatial resolution since the construction of mor-
phological profiles heavily relies on the spatial information of the input image. A 3DCNN
is a data-driven method that extracts features by multilayer convolution and pooling. Low
spatial resolution affects the extraction of shallow features such as edge and texture, which
in turn affects the classification accuracy. An RSEN extracts higher dimensional spatial
features as the corresponding neighbor region of each original spectral vector and then
trains them in both networks so that the results remain relatively robust to the reduction of
spatial resolution.

(a) Pavia University (b) Salinas (c) Cuprite (d) YRE coastal wetland

Figure 6. Accuracy comparison of different classification methods on synthetic HSIs under low
spatial resolution degradation.

From the four pictures in Figure 6, the accuracy of these less stable methods experiences
the most obvious decline on Pavia University, because there exist many small and scattered
objects with fine spatial features, which will have a great impact on their recognition once
the spatial resolution is reduced. However, Salinas and YRE coastal wetland are composed
of large-scale and regularly shaped land or water, so they do not rely on high spatial
resolution to complete the classification task and the reduction of spatial resolution has
less impact on their classification accuracy. Such comparison results reveal that low spatial
resolution does not necessarily affect the performance of HSI classification, but it does
when the spatial resolution is insufficient to match the feature scale.

4.1.2. Effects of Gaussian Noise on Hyperspectral Image Classification

The classification results of different methods under Gaussian noise degradation are
displayed in Figure 7. It can be observed that, with the increase of the Gaussian noise
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level, the classification accuracy of all the methods decreases in different datasets, which
reflects that Gaussian noise degradation has a universal adverse impact on hyperspectral
classification. Among them, the methods with the most obvious decline in accuracy are
the SVM, EPF, and MRF. Since the Gaussian noise disturbs the spectral characteristic, the
spectral-based method SVM cannot perform well. As for the postprocessing-based methods
EPF and MRF, their accuracy curves tend to decline as the SVM does, for the spectral-based
methods’ first step is often to obtain the initial classification results. The accuracy of the
EMP, 3DCNN, and RSEN also decreases, but it is not as obvious as the aforementioned
three methods. This is because the feature calculation of the EMP is based on the most
significant principal components of the hyperspectral data and the 3DCNN and RSEN
employ the multiple-convolution technique, which can reduce the influence of Gaussian
noise to a certain extent. In contrast, MSTV performs more robustly when different levels
of Gaussian noise are added since the use of total variation can resist the effect of noise to
the greatest extent.

(a) Pavia University (b) Salinas (c) Cuprite (d) YRE coastal wetland

Figure 7. Accuracy comparison of different classification methods on synthetic HSIs under Gaussian
noise degradation.

When comparing the classification results on different data, Salinas stands out for its
severest vulnerability to the synthetic Gaussian noise, as we can see the corresponding
accuracy curves drop sharply in Figure 7b. Salinas represents data of farmland scenes
with a variety of ground object types and minor interclass differences. Therefore, the
classification accuracy on such data is often more sensitive to Gaussian noise.

4.1.3. Effects of Stripe Noise on Hyperspectral Image Classification

The comparison of the classification accuracy of different methods on the synthetic
stripe dataset is shown in Figure 8. Similar to Gaussian noise, stripe noise also has a general
negative impact on the classification accuracy of hyperspectral images. Specifically, with the
increase of stripe degradation level, including the amplitude, density, and the proportion of
affected bands, the classification accuracy apparently decreases with more striped artifacts
occurring in the classification results. Different from the random distribution of Gaussian
noise, the distribution of stripe noise follows a certain law, which forms new spatial
features in synthetic datasets. This makes EMP and the 3DCNN less robust to stripe noise
than to Gaussian noise. For example, in EMP, the existence of stripe noise affects the
construction of morphological profiles. Note that, among the three variables of stripe
noise, the classification accuracy of the 3DCNN is more robust to the ratio of affected
bands. This indicates that the architecture of 3D convolutions, which process spatial
and spectral information simultaneously in deep learning methods, has a certain anti-
interference capability to stripes occurring in part of the bands of hyperspectral data. MSTV
still keeps stable performance for its multiscale and total variation strategy. The RSEN
performs robustly here due to the cotraining of high-dimensional features from spectral
and spatial domains in the base network and the ensemble network. Moreover, the filtering
strategy on the corresponding probability vectors in the RSEN can also help resist noise to
a certain extent.
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From the perspective of comparing different datasets in Figure 8, we can find that
the accuracy curves of Salinas and Cuprite drop significantly, which refers to a higher
sensitivity to the stripe degradation, while the curves of YRE coastal wetland are more
stable. On the one hand, there are small gaps between the features of different ground
objects in Salinas and Cuprite. On the other hand, YRE coastal wetland has a higher
proportion of labeled ground truth, which makes its training process more comprehensive
and accurate. Undoubtedly, getting more accurate ground truth labels is also a way to resist
noise interference.

(a) Pavia University(Amplitude) (b) Salinas(Amplitude) (c) Cuprite(Amplitude) (d) YRE coastal wetland(Amplitude)

(e) Pavia University(Density) (f) Salinas(Density) (g) Cuprite(Density) (h) YRE coastal wetland(Density)

(i) Pavia University(Band rate) (j) Salinas(Band rate) (k) Cuprite(Band rate) (l) YRE coastal wetland(Band rate)

Figure 8. Accuracy comparison of different classification methods on synthetic HSIs under stripe
noise degradation.

4.1.4. Effects of Fog on Hyperspectral Image Classification

Comparative experiments of seven methods were conducted on the synthetic datasets
of fog, and the results are shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that adding fog to the image
according to the physical model slightly reduced the accuracy of the seven HSI classification
methods. When we simulated the fog datasets following [4], we used the fixed fog spectrum
curve. Therefore, the spectrum of a degraded foggy pixel was a linear combination of the
ground object spectrum and the fixed fog spectrum, which may only have a limited impact
on the classification method based on spectral information. As the ground truth was still
accurate, the classifier that adopted spectral information could still learn the characteristics
of different ground feature categories for classification, with a small proportion of error.
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(a) Pavia University (b) Salinas (c) Cuprite (d) YRE coastal wetland

Figure 9. Accuracy comparison of different classification methods on synthetic HSIs under fog
degradation.

Considering that in a real scene, the fog can sometimes be too thick to distinguish the
accurate ground truth of objects, we conducted another set of experiments to verify the
results in line with actual situations. Different from the assumption that the correct labels
of the ground surface could always be obtained, we masked the ground truth where the
fog intensity F was too high (see Figure 10). By adopting the original ground truth as the
reference, the corresponding experimental results are shown in Figure 11. We can find that
the classification accuracy of most methods is significantly reduced. This is because the
seriously degraded areas lack ground truth values, which makes the classifier unable to
fully learn the real features of various ground objects, and fog complicates the features of
various categories. Moreover, the accuracy curve decreases rapidly from no degradation
to degradation with fog, but the change is relatively stable under different degrees of fog.
This shows that fog degradation has a negative impact on the classification accuracy of
hyperspectral images, while under the same ground truth acquisition condition, the density
of fog has less impact on the classification accuracy.

(a) Pavia University (b) Salinas (c) Cuprite (d) YRE coastal wetland

Figure 10. Ground truth that discards areas severely affected by fog.

(a) Pavia University (b) Salinas (c) Cuprite (d) YRE coastal wetland

Figure 11. Accuracy comparison of different classification methods on synthetic HSIs under fog
degradation (with affected ground truth).
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4.1.5. Effects of Shadow on Hyperspectral Image Classification

Based on the fog degradation experiments, we carried out two groups of shadow
degradation experiments on HSIs in the same way. Figure 12 shows the results by using
the original ground truth, while Figure 13 shows the results by using the ground truth
which discards those areas with serious shadow degradation. The masked ground truth
is shown in Figure 14. From Figures 12 and 13, we can see that the classification accuracy
is reduced after the image is affected by shadow. Compared with the situation when the
ground truth under severe shadow still exists, the accuracy decreases more dramatically
when part of the ground truth is lost. Due to a more labeled proportion of ground truth, the
hyperspectral classification accuracy of Salinas and YRE coastal wetland is relatively stable
in the shadow experiment series. Combined with the fog experiment series, these results
show that when the clean image is affected by atmospheric interference, such as cloud, fog,
shadow, and smoke, the most important factor affecting the classification accuracy is the
visibility of the ground truth. If a high proportion of ground truth can still be obtained, the
impact of atmospheric interference on classification accuracy is limited.

(a) Pavia University (b) Salinas (c) Cuprite (d) YRE coastal wetland

Figure 12. Accuracy comparison of different classification methods on synthetic HSIs under
shadow degradation.

(a) Pavia University (b) Salinas (c) Cuprite (d) YRE coastal wetland

Figure 13. Accuracy comparison of different classification methods on synthetic HSIs under shadow
degradation (with affected ground truth).
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(a) Pavia University (b) Salinas (c) Cuprite (d) YRE coastal wetland

Figure 14. Ground truth that discards areas severely affected by shadow.

4.2. Effect Analysis of Mixed-Type Image Degradation

Classification results of seven comparative methods are shown in Figure 15. From
the visual performance in Figure 15a–g, the water and cropland in the middle are well
recognized by all the methods, but the impervious surface regions have worse classification
results and unclear boundaries. This indicates that the 10 m spatial resolution of the
Chaohu data is suitable for classifying large-scale water and cropland but is insufficient to
depict the scattered impervious surface. As for the effects of Gaussian and stripe noise, it
can be found that the overall negative impact on classification performance is consistent
with the simulation experiment since noise artifacts are more or less distributed in the
classification results of the sevenmethods. When comparing different categories in the
same map, the lake region most affected by stripe noise has the best visual classification
result. It is understandable as the category “Water” possesses a much higher proportion of
labeled ground truth, which helps to resist noise interference. However, for the category
with a low labeled proportion such as cropland, the spatial–spectral based hybrid method is
more susceptible to the interference of stripe noise. This is because random stripes in HSIs
interfere with spatial information more than spectral information, and the spatial–spectral
hybrid methods lack the step of classification using spectral information alone. Additionally,
the Chaohu data cover a large area of thick clouds and shadows. These two types of image
degradation (associated with atmospheric interference) affect the performance of all the
methods to varying degrees by misclassifying clouds and shadows as water. Among them,
the hybrid methods including MSTV and the 3DCNN are relatively less affected. However,
the RSEN completely misclassifies the category “Impervious Surface” in Figure 15g. This
is because the RSEN refers to the balanced ground truth labels during training to realize
reliable self-ensembling learning, while the real data may not meet this condition.

The corresponding quantitative assessment is shown in Figure 15h Limited by unbal-
anced labels, the RSEN fails to give full play to its advantages in real-data experiments.
Althoughthe 3DCNN possesses lower accuracy curves than other methods in the simula-
tion experiments, its classification accuracy is significantly improved due to the increase
of training samples in the real-data experiment. In line with the simulation experiments
where hybrid methods were more robust in most degradation cases, the 3DCNN and MSTV
show a good stability to real mixed degraded data and obtain the top two classification
performance values. According to the above experiments, we can see that the effects of
image degradation on classification generally show good consistency between real-data
and simulated experiments. Therefore, the effects of mixed degradation on classification
can be regarded as the comprehensive effects of various image degradation problems.
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(a) SVM (b) EMP (c) EPF (d) MRF (e) MSTV

(f) 3DCNN (h) Histogram of accuracy
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Figure 15. Classification performance of the various methods for Chaohu data.

5. Discussion

In this section, combing the results above, we provide suggestions on method selection
and data preparation to handle degraded HSIs in classification tasks.

5.1. Method Selection to Handle Degraded HSIs in Classification

In terms of dealing with different HSI degradation, spectral-based methods, repre-
sented by SVMs, were more unstable. The addition of noise, fog, and shadow made the
classification result of SVMs much worse because these degradations, without exception,
interfered with the spectral information. Low spatial resolution, however, did not neces-
sarily lead to the decline in classification accuracy of SVMs, and could even improve the
classification due to the reduction of the intraclass spectral variability with the decrease of
spatial resolution.

As for the spectral–spatial methods, the preprocessing-based method EMP was more
sensitive to the degradations which were more relevant to spatial information, such as
low spatial resolution, stripe noise with a special spatial distribution, and fog and shadow
with irregular shapes. The reason was that the changes in spatial information caused
by degradations adversely affected the construction of extended morphological profiles.
EPF and MRF could maintain relatively stable performance when the spatial resolution
of the input image decreased since they had the ability to deal with spatial edges and
holes through the postprocessing step. However, when noise, fog, and shadow were
added, the accuracy curves of the postprocessing-based methods fell along with that of the
the SVM method, as the SVM often acted as their first step. The hybrid methods MSTV,
3DCNN, and RSEN, were most robust in most degradation cases, for the total variation,
multilayer 3D convolution strategies, and cotraining strategies with higher dimensional
spatial and spectral features are designed to better characterize the image features and
resist the influences from degradation factors. Unfortunately, there are exceptions. For
example, when the label proportion for one category is very low, the hybrid methods
may also perform poorly, such as regarding the relevant stripe degradation as meaningful
edges and generating stripe artifacts in classification maps or even missing this category.
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In addition, the 3DCNN is a typical data-driven method that needs a certain number of
training samples to obtain a satisfying classification result. Faced with the problem of HSI
degradation, the model-based hybrid methods are suggested when training samples are
limited, whereas the data-driven hybrid methods can be more suitable when the number
of training samples is sufficient.

5.2. Data Preparation to Handle Degraded HSI in Classification

Comparing the four hyperspectral data in different scenes with their characteristics in
experiments of HSIs with single-type degradation, the classification accuracy of Salinas
and YRE coastal wetland was less sensitive to the reduction of the spatial resolution, while
for Cuprite, it was the opposite. This is because the distribution of minerals in Cuprite
is irregular and discontinuous, but the farmland and wetland scenes in Salinas and YRE
coastal wetland have a continuous and large-scale distribution which does not rely much
on the high spatial resolution for classification. This implies that it is necessary to select an
image with the proper spatial resolution that matches the content of the scene to classify,
namely, a scene with finer objects needs an image with a higher spatial resolution. When
encountering Gaussian and stripe noise, the classification accuracy of all four datasets was
reduced more or less, and noise artifacts appeared in the classification maps from real-data
experiments. If possible, it is suggested to perform image denoising before classification
for noisy inputs. When input images are degraded by fog or shadow, the degree of impact
on the classification accuracy depends on whether the ground truth of the occluded area
can be obtained. Therefore, it is not recommended to use images as classification input
if the intensity of the fog or shadow is too strong to obtain a valid ground truth in the
occluded area. Conversely, if the ground truth under fog or shadow can still be obtained,
some classification methods may still get acceptable results after reasonable and effective
training. Furthermore, among the four HSI data, we could find that the classification
accuracy of all the compared methods fluctuated little for most types of degradation in
YRE coastal wetland, because its proportion of labeled ground truth was much higher.
This indicated that increasing the proportion of known accurate ground truth was also an
effective way to improve the performance of the classifier. When degraded hyperspectral
images are inevitably used for classification in practical applications, all the issues might
exist simultaneously, which means the degradation of real images is more complicated.
As for dealing with the mixed degradation problem in real classification tasks, there are
two recommended ways. One is to restore the mixed degraded hyperspectral image before
classification and the other is to use an anti-interference classification method. The former
restores the mixed degraded hyperspectral images by sequentially using targeted image
processing methods, such as super-resolution, denoising, de-striping, cloud removal, and
shadow removal methods, or by directly using a well-trained end-to-end hybrid image
restoration network. The latter reduces the influence of image degradation by combining
the fusion technique with the aid of auxiliary data. End users are suggested to make
corresponding choices according to the specific technologies they have mastered.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we conducted comprehensive experiments to explore the influence of
degraded hyperspectral data on the performance of existing hyperspectral image classifica-
tion methods. We made a quantitative evaluation on a large number of classification results
on hyperspectral data with single-type and mixed-type degradation. We synthesized a
large number of degraded images with single-type degradation based on four scenes of
clean hyperspectral datasets for training and testing, including images with low spatial
resolution, images with Gaussian noise, images with stripe noise, images with fog, and
images with shadow. Each degradation type had six degradation levels. To verify consis-
tency, real-data experiments with mixed-type degradation were also conducted. We found
that when hyperspectral images were degraded in most cases, the image classification
performance declined to varying degrees. Specifically, low spatial resolution had an impact
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on hyperspectral classification, but the specific impact varied with the feature scale in
the classification tasks. Comparative methods that mainly relied on spatial information
could be affected more significantly. The existence of Gaussian noise generally reduced the
classification performance of hyperspectral images, but strategies such as total variance and
multilayer convolutions could effectively resist interference from it. Similar to Gaussian
noise, stripe noise also had an overall negative impact on the performance of hyperspectral
classification, of which three important factors all deserved attention. The effect of occlusion
during imaging, such as fog and shadow, on the classification performance of hyperspectral
images mainly depended on whether the ground truth of the surface in the degraded
area could be obtained accurately. The ground truth of the degraded area enabled the
classifier to get more comprehensive features and be trained more reliably, so as to obtain
better classification results. Due to their outperforming effectiveness and stability, hybrid
classification methods are recommended for dealing with HSI degradation. In addition, the
same level of degradation had different effects on the classification performance of different
hyperspectral classification tasks, which was related to the characteristics of the data, such
as the size of ground features in the image, the proportion of labeled ground truth, the
classification hierarchy, and so on. These findings provide a reference for researchers to
select and develop more targeted methods in practical application scenarios. Develop-
ing and improving hyperspectral image classification methods to accommodate complex
degradation interference in real applications will become a research hotspot in the future.
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